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Why it Pulls Easy
The shape of the bottom and the extreme lightness 
and ductility of the material of which the imple

ment is constructed make it the

Easiest of all Riding Plows
on horse flesh and men’s patience.

Dust Proof Rc"»r Bearings
take the place t e obsolete 
“friction equi. tent of the 
two main axles and the TWO 
DRAFT IRON BEARINOB 
These are made absolutely 
dirt - proof by close - fitting 
washers screened to both ends 
of bearing case.

No Jolting on horses.

The castings In which th 
roller bearings revolve are ac 
curately Bored not “Cored, 
so that the bearings fit per 
fectly. In other makes th 
shafting “takes Its chance 
in the core of the casting. W 
use only the finest Reels, 
shafting which is CLEAN an. 
TRUE throughout its entir 
length as distinguished fron 
the , common and irregula 
cast shafting of competitiv 
machines.

Made in sizes 16, 22, 24 sections with or without tongue trucks. Any of these sizes may also be had with SUB SOIL WHEELS

EASE and ENDURANCE in PLACE of WEIGHT and WEAR
. WRITE FOR LITERATURE, PRICES AND TERMS.

John Deere Plow Company, Ltd.
Winnipeg Regina Calgary Saskatoon Edmonton Lethbridge

John Deere Light Draft Gang Plow
represents the last point reached in the production of a perfect riding plow. It means to the 
farmer everything that Quality of Work, Easy Management, Strength and Durability means to him, 

>nd what Lightness of Draft means to his Horses 
Get to know what scores of your neighbors are doing with it and you’ll have it before anything else

THE LIGHT DRAFT NEW DEERE derives its name from the FACT that it does not throw one pound of unnecessary strain on the 
horses that are pulling it. The weight is distributed equally on all wheels, with perfect adjustments at every point of the plow. If you 
would SAVE MONEY, you’ll do it with a LIGHT DRAFT NEW DEERE in the saving you will effect in time, in valuable horses and

in repairs which you will NOT have to provide for.
THIS PLOW WILL BE IN ITS PRIME WHEN OTHERS ARE IN THE SCRAP HEAP.

CRUSH the SOIL but SAVE the HORSES
The average Pulverizer is simply a dead drag on the necks of the horses. It may roll and flatten 
the clods but it dojs not pulverize them to that fine powder that is necessary for the conservation

of moisture and the perfect seed-bed.

The Fleury Pulverizer
* WITH NEW ROLLER BEARING TONGUE TRUCK.

is guarant cl to leave behind it a perfect seed-bed if the soil is there, while the FREE OSCILLATING TONGUE TRUCK accommo
dates itself to the lea it deviation jof the implement >idjtakesjhalf,thejlmnienlfmm]tlic horse*.


